
 

BioNTech scientist: Vaccine could halve
virus transmission
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This handout photo taken in Oct. 2020 and provided by
Pfizer shows part of a "freezer farm," a football field-
sized facility for storing finished COVID-19 vaccines, in
Puurs, Belgium. Pfizer's experimental vaccine requires
ultra-cold storage and are being stored in special
freezers until approval and distribution. Pfizer Inc. said
Monday, Nov. 9, 2020 that its COVID-19 vaccine may be
a remarkable 90% effective, based on early and
incomplete test results that nevertheless brought a big
burst of optimism to a world desperate for the means to
finally bring the catastrophic outbreak under control.
(Pfizer via AP)

One of the scientists behind the experimental
coronavirus vaccine developed by BioNTech and
Pfizer said Sunday that he was confident that it
could halve the transmission of the virus, resulting
in a "dramatic" curb of the virus' spread. 

Professor Ugur Sahin, chief executive of
Germany's BioNTech, said it was "absolutely
essential" to have a high vaccination rate before
next autumn to ensure a return to normal life next
winter.

"If everything continues to go well, we will start to
deliver the vaccine end of this year, beginning next

year," Sahin said. "Our goal is to deliver more than
300 million of vaccine doses until April next year,
which could allow us to already start to make an
impact."

"I'm very confident that transmission between
people will be reduced by such a highly effective
vaccine—maybe not 90% but maybe 50%," he said.

Pfizer and BioNTech said last week that interim
results showed the vaccine was 90% effective in
preventing people from getting ill from COVID-19,
though they don't yet have enough information on
safety and manufacturing quality.

"What is absolutely essential is that we get a high
vaccination rate before autumn/winter next year, so
that means all the immunization, vaccination
approaches must be accomplished before next
autumn," Sahin said.

The vaccine's developers looked at 94 infections
recorded so far in a study that has enrolled nearly
44,000 people in the U.S. and five other countries. 
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